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Ribbon Tab Borders Tutorial

Holly Brown filmed this pretty technique. The ribbons add texture and color that really
complement the main image.

Supplies:

- 5" Assorted Ribbons
- Card base (5 ½" x 4 ¼” used here)
- Narrow Image Panel (5 ⅛" x 2 ⅝" used here)
- Card base (5 ½" x 4 ¼” used here)
- Red Line Tape or ScorTape
- Card base (5 ½" x 4 ¼” used here)
- Pencil
- Ruler
- Scissors
- Foam Squares/Dimensionals (not pictured)

Step One::

Decide where the narrow image panel will be placed on the
larger cardstock base.
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Step Two:

Make pencil marks on card base ⅛" inside the top and bottom
where narrow image panel will be placed. Make additional
pencil marks ⅛" inside on the edge (left or right side) where
the ribbons will be located.
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Step Three:

Step Four:

Step Five:

Step Six:

Apply a strip of red line tape along the pencil marks.

Carefully remove the red liner from the tape. Press the edge of
the ribbon down into the tape. If ribbon is double-sided, be
sure to turn the ribbon around so outside edge is pressed into
the tape.

Step Seven:

Remove the red liner from the tape and carefully fold ribbon
over, pressing opposite edge into the tape.
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Leaving the red liner in place, arrange ribbons as desired.

Apply two layers of red line tape over the top of the ribbon
that was adhered.

Step Seven Continued
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Step Eight:

Step Nine:

Finished Card:

Finished Card:

Cut off any excess ribbon.

Artist: Holly Brown
Stamps: Impression Obsession
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Turn the narrow image panel over so the back is facing up.
Apply foam squares to edge opposite of where ribbon tab
border will be. Apply red line tape to the middle and the other
edge of the narrow image panel. Remove liners from tape
and foam squares. Adhere narrow image panel over the folded
ribbon tabs.

Artist: Nancy Dawson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
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Finished Card:
Artist: Nancy Dawson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
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Finished Card:

Artist: Jackie Kalchert
Stamps: Impression Obsession
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Finished Card:
Artist: Judy Jackson
Stamps: Stampin’ Up!
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Finished Card:

Artist: Jackie Kalchert
Stamps: Impression Obsession
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